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On The Cohomology of Categories

GEORGES HOFF

INTRODUCTION

We have started our study of the cohomology of categories 
[1] in particularizing a note of C. Ehresmann [2]. Then, our 
wislı was to put together, in a same work, our original study and 
the theory of M. Andre [3 ]. The result is the text herewith presen- 
ted.

In the first chapter, we construct a homology and a coho- 
mology of categories. The cohomology is a generalization (dif- 
ferent of the one defined in [2]) of the cohomology considered 
in [1]. The homology is the very same as the one defined in [3].

In the second chapter, we particularize the previous theory 
in order to obtain a cohomology of the smaU categories which 
generalizes the classical cohomology of the groups, a group heing 
a particular category.

These two chapters are written in a different mind; conse- 
quently, we have judged useful to differentiate their notations.

We could use also the tools herewith introduced, for example, 
in a generalization of the study of the groups operating on topo- 
logical spaces; this wiU be the subject of an other publication.
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Chapter I HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY OF CATEGORİES

Section 1 FUNCTORS

1.1 Recalls and notations.

If N is a category (see [4] and [5]), we shall denote by
MorN the class of morphisms of N. If N is an object of N, we 
shall denote by N the identity morphisnı of N. If f is a morphism 
of N, we shall denote by a(f) and p(f) the domain and the codo- 
main of f respectively.

In the following A will be
every set of objects of A has

an abelian category such that
a coproduct in A. If TV is a category,

we shall denote by [N, A] the abelian category of natural trans- 
formations between functors from N to A.

Ve shall consider a category N and a full subcategory M of 
N. If U is a functor with domain N, vfe shall denote by U [M the 
restriction of U to M.

1.2 Free functors.

Let T: M---- >■ A be a functor.

Definilion: A. functor U: N — A. is said T-free if for every
object N of N the object U (N) of A is a coproduct of objects of 
the form T(M) where M is an object of M.

Let S be a set, n and m applications from S to the class of 
objects of N and to the class of objects of M respectively. Ve 
denote by NxS the class of pairs (f,(7) s MorNxS such that

a(f) = n((j)

and for each object N of N we denote by (NxS)(N) the set of 
pairs (f,cr) s NxL such that

P(f) = N.

Ve define <f, o'> = T (m(CT) ) for each (f, ct) s NxS. For each
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object N of N let U (N) be the coproduct I
(f, g) z (N il S).(N)

<f, G>. For each morphism g of N let U (g) be the morphism from 
U(a(g) ) to U(p(g) ) defined by the identity morphisms from
<f, G = T (m (ct) ) to <g. {, o> = T (m (a) ). Thus we obtain
a funetor U: N — A and, by construction, this funetor is T-free.

Definition: This funetor U is called the T- free funetor ge- 
nerated by (S, n, m).

(Recall that if for every summand of a coproduet there is
given a morphism to some summand of an other coproduct, then 
this define a morphism from the first coproduct to the second).

Seetion 2 RESOLUTIONS

2.1 Free resolutions.

Let T: M — A be a funetor.

For each integer k > O let U^: N---- > A be a T-free funetor;
for each integer k > O let be a natural transformation from U,j 
to U,j_ı; and let 8^ be a natural transformation from Uo |M to T.

the
Definition: L = (U,^, >0 is a
sequence

T- free resolution of T if

U,k-1 U1
Sı

U,
is a complex of [N,A] and if for each object M of M we have a 
resolution

...—UUM)-----
of T (M) in A (i.e.

3r(M)
.U,_, (M)—. Uo(M)
an exact complex of A. över T (M) ).

So(M) 
----- >T (M)—>0

2.2 Canonical resolutions.

In the following, we shall consider, as in [3], a category N
and a full and small subeategory M of N. Let T: M — 
funetor.

A be a

De/ıreûiore: If k
seguence [4,. . fı ] such that

O is an integer, a k-simplex of M is a

Uk o O
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fj s MorM 

«(fi+ı) = 3(fi)

V i=l,. . .,k, 

y i=l,.. k-1.

Let Sjj be the set of k-simplexes of M, Uj^ and m,j the appli- 
cations from to the class of objects of N and to the set of 
objects of M respectively defined by

n^: [ffc,. . .,fı]---- >

m^: [ffc,..fı] —

3(fk), 

> a(fı).

Let So be the set of objects of M, n^ and m„ the applications 
from So to the class of objects of N and to the set of objects of 
M defined by the identity application of

For each integer k > 0, let Uı^: N---- >-A be the T-free functor
generated by (E)ç,n,j,m,;). For each integer k > 1, let 8^^. be the
natural transformation from U]j to U]
morphisms from

k-l defined. by the identity

for i=k, to <f, [4,. . f,+ı.fi,. . .,fı]
to <f. 4, [4_ı,.

by the morphisms T (fı) from <f, [4,. • • ,fı ] > 
f2] > for i=O; then "»ve have, for each integer k

for i=l,. . k-1, and
to "^fs [fk9 ‘

> 1, a natural

f, [4,..., fı]

transformation 3,^
k
S (-1) from U^ to U(t_ı 

i=0
. Let be

the natural transformation from Uı to defined by the iden-
tity morphisms from <f, [fı] 
by the morphisms T (fı) from

to <f. fı, a (fı)
€ [fı]

for i=l and
to <f, a, (f) > for i=O;

then we have a natural transformation Sı = 8^ı — 8°ı from Uı 
to Ug. Moreover, let S^ be the natural transformation from U„ |M
to T defined by the morphisms T(f) from f, «(f) toT(Ş(f)).

Theorem: L = (U]j, > 0 is a free resolution of T.

Proof: A formal simplicial calculus permits to prove that

V k > 1 ,^k-8|’k+ı=O

and thus that the sequence

■Uk— Uk-i—
81

■Uı---- > U,
is a complex of [N, A]. In order to prove that, for each object M 
of M, the augmented complex

O O
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-->U„(M).

a, (M)

(M)
T (M) —>0

is a resolution of T (M) in A, construct morphisms

s^: Uk (M) — (M)

such that

^k+ı (M).s^ + s,_,.ak (M) = Ufc (M)

(i.e. a contracting homotopy in the sense of [6] p. 41). We define
Sjj by the identity morphisms from f, oc (f) to
a(f) ] > for k=0 and from to <p(f), [f,4,..
fı] for k O when f has M for codomain.

f, [4,...,fı]
P (0, [f.

Definition: A k-simplex [f,(^,. . fı] of M is said degenerated 
if One of the fj, i=l,. . .,k, is an identity morphism.

o
kFor each integer k 0, let S be the set of degenerated k-

simplexes of M, n^ “ and m,^ ° the restrictions to S of the applica-
tions and mjj respectively.

For each integer k 0, let U\: N---- >-A be the T-free func-
tor generated by (S\, n^°, m,j°). In the category [N,A], the
object U is a direct summand of Uj^; let Ü,^ be the guotient

Let Ü„ be U„.

Theorem: There exists a T-free resolution L=(Ü,j, a,^ )]j >0
of T Tvhich is a quotient of the T-free resolution L of T, i.e. such 
that 8^. is a quotient morphism of 8/^ in the category [N, A].

Proof: The question is to prove that, for each integer k >0,
the morphosm 8 O

k9 defined on the summand U
factors through the summand U o

k-1 of Uk_ı.

o
k

o
k of U„ by

Definition: The T-free resolution L (resp. L) of T is called 
the canonical T-resolution (resp. the canonical normalized T- 
resolution} of the category N.
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Seetion 3 HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY OF CATEGORİES

3.1 Definitions.

Let N be a category, M a full and small subeategory of N and
T: M---- >A a funetor.

Let L=(U]j, 0 be the canonical T-resolution and.
L=(U|j, the canonical normalized T-resolution of N.

Let (H^( ,T) ),^ >0 and (H^ ( ,T) )k>0 be the homology 
graded objects of the complexes of [N, A] defined by L and 
L respectively.

Definition: For each integer k>0, the funetor H,, ( ,T) (resp. 
Hk ( ,T) ) is called the T-homology funetor (resp. the normalized 
T-homology funetor) of order k from N to A.

Remarks: The funetor H^ ( ,T) is the Kan extension of T. 
For every object M of M we have

Hk(M,T)=0 , H,(M,T)=0 0 .V k

For each integer k > 0, we denote by IP.^, (resp. H'Sj.) 
the funetor from [N, A] to ab, the category of abelian groups, 
such that for each funetor U: N---- >-A the group (U) (resp.
H^(U) ) is the k—th. cohomology group of the complex of [N,A] 
defined by L (resp.L) with coefficient U.

Definition-, The funetor H'^.p (resp. H’^^) is called the T- 
cohomology funetor (resp. the normalized T-cohomology funetor) 
of order k from [N, A] to ab. The group ff.p (U) (resp. 
H'^.j, (U) ) is called the T-eohomology group (resp. the normalized 
T-eohomology group) of order k of N to U.

3.2 Dimensions.

To each homology or cohomology defined above corresponds 
a dimension. It is the greatest integer k, if it exists, such that 
the corresponding funetor is not the zero funetor; if such an in
teger k does not exist, we say that the corresponding dimension 
of N is is infinite.
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Definition: If tliere exists an integer p 1 such that
1 ° for ali integer q 0 every (p+q) -simplex of M is degenerated,
2° there exists a p-simplex of M not degenerated, then we say 
that M has the simplicial dimension p. If for ali integer k> 1 
every k-simplex of M is degenerated, i.e. if M is a discrete cate
gory, then we say thet Af has the simplicial dimension 0. If for 
each integer k > 1 there exists a not degenerated k-simplex of
Af, then we say that M has an infinite simplicial dimension.

Remark: If M has the simplicial dimension p 
integer k such that

1, for each

1 < k < p ,

there exists a non degenerated k-sinıplex of M.

Examples: The category 2, with only one morphism, the
domain and codomain of which are distincts, has the simplicial
dimension 1. A not discrete category with only one object has an
infinite simplicial dimension, in particular it is the case for the 
groups.

This notion of simplicial dimension permits to majöre certain 
of the dimensions of N.

Theorem: Let N be a category and M a full and small subcate- 
gory of^. If the category M has the simplicial dimension p > 0,
then for ali functor T: M- ■A and for each integer k>p, the functors

( ,T) oradH*^^ are the zero functors from N to A and from 
[N, A] to ab respectively.

Proof: For each integer k>p, the set S O
k of degenerated k-

simplexes of Af is the set 2,^ of ali k-simplexes of M. Then the
suhobject U O

k of U]j is U]^; consequently, the quotient Üjj. is null.
It follo'ws that the normalized homology and cohomology functors 
of order k are the zer o functors.

CONCLUSION

The homology obtained here is the one defined by M. Andre 
in [3]. S. Swierczkowski has shown in [7] that it is a particular 
case of Barr and Beck homology defined with cotriple notion.
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We do not give the properties of homology and cohomology
functors defined in this chapter. The methods are those of [8]
and for the properties of homology functor, see [3].

In the following chapter, we shall consider the case where 
the categories N and M are the same, where A is the category ab 
of abelian groups and where the functor T is defined by the cons-
tant functor T: M ■Z, Z being the group of integers.
Then we shall consider only cohomology, because the defined 
homology is null. The canonical T-resolutions being projective
resolutions, the cohomologies (normalized or not) coincide.

In order to point out that the obtained cohomology is a 
generalization to the small categories of the classical cohomology
of groups, we shall use different notations.

Chapter 11 A COHOMOLOGY OF SMALL CATEGORİES

Section 1 MODULES ON A CATEGORY

1.1 Recalls and notations.

In this chapter, ali categories are small categories.

We shall denote by C a category where the set of elements
,66 ”(morphisms) is C and wherc the Iaw of composition is“.

The set of units of a category C (which is in 1 to 1 corres- 
pondence with the set of objects of this category) -vvill be denoted 
by C’j,. We shall denote by a and [B the applications from C to
C'o which associate to each morphism f s 
codomain respectively.

C its domain and its

■we
If C‘ is a category and if e and e' are two units of C then 

shall denote by C (e,e') the set of morphisms f s C with e as
domain and e' as codomain.

RecaU that a groupoid is a category in which ali morphism 
is invertible; a group is a groupoid with önly one unit (the unit 
element of the group).
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1.2 Modules on a category.

Let ab be the category of abelian groups. Let C be a category.

Definition: A C -modüle is a funetor M: C‘--------> ab such (höt

M (e) n M (e') = 0 ye £ C’o, ye’c C’o, ;

a natural transformation (p between such two funetors is called 
C -linear application.

Remarks: A C’ -modüle M defines an “espece de struetures 
(C‘, M) dominee par les groupes abeliens” and a G’ -linear appli-
cation <p defines an Application covariante (C, (p) entre especes
de struetures dominees par les groupes abelieus”; these notions 
are defined in [4]. We may represent a C‘ -modüle as a fibration 
of C‘o with abelian groups as “fibers”, each morphism f s C defines 
a group homomorphism from the “fiber” över its domain to the
'fiber'“d över its codomain. Any funetor from C to ab defines a
C -modüle, “separating the fibers”, if necessary, by an indexation 
of images of units.

The C -linear applications between C -modules define a 
full subeategory of the category of natural transformations bet- 
weeu funetors from C‘ to ab. This category is abelian and will be 
denoted by Mod C’.

Definition: A. free C —modüle is a C -modüle M such that for 
each e s C’^ the group M (e) is a free abelian group.

Remark: The free C -modules are defined by the Z -free 
funetors, in the sense of chapter I, Z: C---- >ab heing the C
-modüle defined by

Z (®) — {®} X Z 

Z (f) (e,p) = (e’,p)

V e E C'o ,

s C’ (e, e') ,V f

where Z is the group of integers.

If M is a C -modüle, for each e s C'o we shall denote additi- 
vely the law of composition in the group M (e) and its unit will 
be denoted by O If f s C is a morphism, for each z s M (a(f) ) 
we shall write fz the image M (f) (z) of z by the group homomor- 
phism M (f).
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We shall see, at the end of this chapter, that this notion 
of modüle on a category is compatible with those of generalized 
modüle on a predditive category (i. e. on a ringoid).

Sectİon 2 CROSSED HOMOMORPHIMS

Let C be a category.

2.1 Crossed product.

Let M be a C‘ -modüle; by definition, the category C‘ operates 
on the groupoid sum of groups S M (e) with the law of com- 

eEC’„ 
position X defined. by

X (f, z) = fz

if and only if fz is defined, i.e. for z s M (a (f) ).

Let Mxx C be the set of pairs (z, f) such that

f e C, z E M (p (f) ) .

Let (Mxx C’)+ be the set Mxx C’ together with the law of com- 
position defined by

(z’, f’) + (z, f) = (z’ + f’ z, f’.f) 

if and only if we have

a (f’) = P (f) •

Proposition: (Mxx C')+ is a category and S M (e) is identi-
esC’

fied to a subcategory of (Mxx C’)+. Furthermore C‘ is a quotient
category of- (Mxx C‘)+, the projection functor being defined by

Proof: Clearly (Mxx C')+ is a category whose units are pairs
(O M(g),e) for ali e s C'^. The functor t: 2 M (e) —

esC
(Mxx C’)+

which sends each z E M (e) onto (z, e) s Mxx C‘ gives an identifi-
eation of S M(e) to the subcategory of (Mxx C')+ constituted by 

eEC-„

7^: (z,f) — f .

O

O
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the (z,e) for ali e e C'^. Let p be the equivalence relation defined 
on Mxx C' by

(^,f) f=f’;

it is compatible with the law of composition of (Mxx C')+. The
functor k: (Mxx C‘)+---- * C' defines an 1 to 1 correspondence bet-
ween the quotient Mxx C Ip and the set C; The law of composition 
in C defined by the one of (Mxx C’)+ and this 1 to 1 corresponden- 
ce is the law of C; the class modulo p of ali unit e) of
(Mxx C’)+ corresponds to the unit e of C‘. Thus the category C is
a quotient category of (Mxx C’)+, the projection functor being
the functor K.

The units of (Mxx C')+ 
category S M (e).

are identified to the units of its sub-

eeC’o
Definition: The category (Mxx C’)+ is called the crossed pro- 

duct of M and C'.

2.2 Crossed homomorphisms.

Let M be a C’ —modüle.

Definition'. A crossed homomorphism oî C to M is an applica- 
tion ıp from C to S M (e) such that

esC O

(f) e M (p(f) ) yf s C ,

Hf'-f) = <1^ (f’) + Fİ (f) if a(f’) = Ş (f).

Remark: If (p is a crossed homomorphism, yfe have

(P(e) = OmQ ye £ C‘o
The sum of two crossed homomorphisms tpı and defined by

(+1 + İ2) (f) = 'Pl (f) + ^2 (f) V f £ C ,

is a crossed homomorphism. Under this law of composition the 
set of crossed homomorphisms of C to M is an abelian group, 
which will be denoted by Z1 (M) and whose unit is the crossed 
homomorphism defined by

(f) = Om ((3(0) y f £ C .
Let T be an application from C'o to L M (e) such that 

esC'o
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T (e) £ M (e) V ® s C’o

Let be the application from C to S M (e) defined by it
esC O

(f) = — fr (e) y f £ C' (e, e’);

it is a crossed homomorphism of C to M.

Definition'. A crossed homomorphism of the form tp-r is called 
principal crossed homomorphism.

Since

'2
= llTı+T,).

where (ti 4* T2) is the application from C',, to S M (e) such that
ecC O

(ti + ^2} (e) = Tl (e) + T2 (e) ye e C’,, ,

the Principal crossed homomorphisms constitute 
Bi (M) of Zi (M).

a subgroup

If T İS an application from C'^ to S M (e) such that the 
eEC'o

T (e) £ M (e) V ® s C'o ,

the “inner automorphism” of (Mxx C’)+ defined by t is the functor 
from the crossed product to itself defined by

(z, f)---- >- + {7,, f) + (—t (e'), e') 

= (T(e) + - fr (e'), f).z
where

e' = a (f), e = 3 (f).

Proposition'. The group of ali those invertible functors from 
the crossed product to itself ıchich induce the identity functors both on 
the subcategory S M (e) and the quotient category C' is isomorphic

esC' O
to the group Z1 (M) 0/ crossed homomorphisms. Under this isomorp- 
hism the inner automotrphisms of (Mxx C')+ defined by the appli
cations T from C’o to S M (e) such that

e:sC‘o
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T (e) £ M (e) y e E C’ O
correspond to the principal erossed homomorphisms.

Proof: A funetor as deseribed must be given by a form ula

T (z, f) = (z + : (f), f) y (z, f) £ Mxx C ,

for some application tp from C to S M (e) such that
e£C’

4(f) £ M (P(f))

4 (e) = O M (e)

O

y f s C , 

y e £ C’o .

The fact that ıp does not depend of z is an immediate consequence 
of the fact that T" must be a funetor and that we must obtain

T (z,f) = T {z, Ş(f) ) + Y (Om (p(f) ), f).

Since 'F must be a funetor, we must have the following relation

T ( {z, f) + (z,f) ) = T (z-, f) + T {y, f) 
■vvhich is equivalent to the following

if P (f) = « (f)

T (f.f) = 4; (f) + (f) if Mf) = « (f)-

Conversely a such defined funetor T* is invertible, because the 
application (—4) from C to S M (e) defined by

esC O

(-4) (f) = - 4 (f) 

defines a funetor by the formula 

T-1 (z, f) = (z+(-4) (f), f)

V f £ C

y (z,f) s Mxx C’ ,

and is an inverse of Y. The composition of the funetors T" 
corresponds to the sum of the applications 4^ and the inner auto- 
morphisms of (Mxx C')+ defined by the applications t 
to the principal erossed homomorphisms.

correspond

2.3 The cohomology group of order 1.

Let M be a C —modüle. We shall denote by H1 (M) the quoti- 
ent of abelian groups Z1 (M) /B1 (M).

Definition: The abelian group H1 (M) is called the cohomology 
group of order 1 of C‘ to M.
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Let M and ® be two C -modules, if cp is a C -linear applica
tion from M to M and if cp is a crossed homomorphism of C‘ to M, 
the formula

[Zi (cp) |] (f) V f s C

gives a group homomorphism Z1 (cp) from Z1 (M) to Z1 (M) which 
makes Z1 and H1 functors from Mod C to ab.

<<
Remark: These functors can be extended to functors from the 

categorie des applications contravariantes entre especes de 
structures dominees par les groupes abeliens” (see [4] ) to ab.

Nota: The notions of crossed product and crossed homomorp
hism considerated in this section are particularizations of the ones 
defined in [9 ] together with the notion of cohomology classes of 
order 1 of a “categorie munie d’une categorie d’operateurs”.

Section 3 EKTENSIONS

3.1 Extensions of categories.

Definition: An extension of categories is a sequence

t
E: H+ —

TC
K+ — c-

such that the functor t identifies H+ to a subcategory of K+ and 
C‘ is a quotient category of K , the projection functor being the 
functor Tc; furthermore we reguire that for ali kı s K and k2 s K

TC (kı) = 7t (k2) o 3! z s H such that k2 = ı (z) + kı .

Remarks: If E is an extension of categories we have

i) « (ît (k2) ) = Mît (kı) ) (k2) = Ş (kı) ;

ii) K ı (H) C C’o ;

İÜ) For every k s K and z s H such that

P ('•(z) ) (k)a

there exists an unique zı s H such that

k -j- !• (z) = ı (zı) k ; (1)

and we shall tvrite
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(k, z) Zı

Let E and £ be two extensions of categories.

Definition'. A. morphism of extensions from E to £ is a triple 
r = (t), pL, u) of functors such that the following diagram is 
commutative

t K
E: H+---- >K+— C

I 7] I (A |u 
A «11 , 

£: H+---- >K+— C-.

Obviously, the composition of morphisms of extensions may 
be defined. A morphism of extensions £ = (tj, ;a, u) is called iso
morphism of extension if the functors vj, [a and u are invertible.

3.2 Extensions of modules on a category.

Let C be a category and M a C -modüle.

Definition: An extension of Al by C’ is an 
gories

extension of cate-

E: S M (e) —■
TC

K+ — c-
esCO

such that for ali k s K the conditions

z E M (a (tc (k ) ) ) and « (k) = Ş (t (z) )

are equivalent and that we have then 

Xe (k, z) = t: (k)
Jîemar/i:: for every e E C'o and z eS M (e) we have

esC.

M (e) (2)

The problem is that of constructing ali extension E of M by
C. There is at least one such extension, taking the crossed pro-
duct (Mxx C’)+ as category K+ and the functors and TC of the

z e ■K ı (z) = e
O

z

t
proposition 2.1.

Let E and £ be two extensions of M by C'.

Definition: A congruence from E to £ is an isomorphism of 
extensions £ = (tj, (a, u) from E to £ with
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7] = E M (e) and u c- .

A congruence from E to E defines obviously a congruence
from E to E; w e may therefore speak of congruence classes of
extensions of M by C. Let Ext (M, C) denote the set of ali con
gruence classes of extensions of the C’ -modüle M by C’. We wish 
to describe the set Ext (M, C).

3.3 Factor application of an extension.

Let C be a category and M a C —modüle. Let

E: E M (e) —
TC

K+ — C’
eeC'o

be an extension of M by C‘. For convenience, identify each z £ 

E M (e) with I (z).
esC'„

To each f £ C choose a “representative u (f) in K; that is an
u (f) s K with TC (u(f) ) = f. In particular, choose u (e) in K \, for 
each e s C’^. Now each class modulo tc in K contains exactly one
u (f) and the elements of K can be represented uniquely as z-j-u (f)
for a z £ S M (e) and a f £ C. Then (1), for k=u (f), becomes

esC’,

U (f) 4- Z = fz + u (f) s M (a(f) ) . (3)
O

On the other hand, if C’*C' is the set of pairs (f2, fı) £ CxC such 
that f2.f1 is defined in C’, for each (f2,fı) s C4C' the element 

(^2) + ti (fı), which is defined according to the remark i) of 3.1, 
must lie in the same class modulo tc as u (f2.f1); so, from the de
finition of an extension, there is an unique 41 (f2, fı) £ E M (e) 

e £ C‘„
such that

u (fj) + u (L) = Hfa, fı) + u (f2-fı) • 

t® ('f)’ according to (2), we have

(4)

(f2, fx) s M (p (f2) ) v(f2, fı) S C-*C-.

Since for ali e s C'^ the element u (e) is in we also have

'P (f2, e) = Ojı (p(f2) ) and 4- (e, L) = O m(J yesC',,. (5)
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Definition: The application ıp from C’^C to 2 M (e) is called 
eeC'o

factor of the extension E.

By this factor and the C -modüle M, the law of composition 
in K+ is determined, the composition of any two elements Z2 + u 
(f2) and Zı + u (fı) of K can be calculated, if it is defined, by (3) 
and (4) as

(^2 + U (f2) ) + (zı U (fi ) ) =

(f2 • fı) •

By this rule, for each (f3, f2, fı) s

(^2 + fa ^1 + İp (f25 fı) ) + ti

(6)

C'*C**C’, we have

(tlCfs) + ll(f2) ) + ll(fl) — (fs, f2) + 4 (f3.f2,fı) + u(f3.f2.fı), 

u(f3) + (u(f2) + u (fı) ) = f3 ıP (f2,fı)+ ıP(f3,f2.fı)+u(f3.f2.fı) ", 
the equality of these two triple sums (associativity of the law of
composition of K+) and the unicity of the element z s S M (e)

eeC'o
such that u (f3.f2.f1) = z -)- u (f3.f2.f1) give 

f3 (f2, fı) + p; (f3, f2. fı) = 4. (f3, fa) + 4^ (f3-f2, fı)

V(f3,f2, fı)£C\C-,C-. (7)

Remark". If E and E are two extensions of M hy C such that 
there is a congruence hetween E and E, and if (p is a factor of E, 
then (p is a factor of E; If E and E are two extensions of M by C' 
having a same application (p for factor, then there is a congruence
between E and E.

The factor tp for an extension depends on a choice of repre-
sentatives. If u’(f) is a second set of representatives with u’ (e)
in K+o for each e £ C'^, then u’(f) and u (f) lie in the same class
modulo so there is an application t from C to S M (e) such

that u’(f) =

esC'o

(f) u (f) for every f £ C. Clearly we have

T (f) C M (^ (f) ) V f s C, T(e) = O M Q ye £ .

Thus for every (f2, fı) s C'*C‘ we have

tı’ (fa) + u’ (fı) = T (f2) + f2T (fı) + >P(f2,fl) + U (f2.f1) ,

and from the unicity of the element z £ 2 M (e) such that 
ecC’o 
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u’ (£2) + u’ (f.) = z -)- u (£2. £1), the new £actor is such that

(£2, £,) = (£2,£O + I (£2, £,) V (£2, £1) s c-,c-,

where ıpT is the application £rom C'*C’ to S M (e) defined by
esC‘ O

(£2,fi) =£2T(fi)-T(£2.fi) + T(£2) v(£2,£i)sC-*C- (8)

One verifies that 4>t does satis£y the identity (7), with i replaced 
by there.

3.4 The cohomology group of order 2 .

Let C be a category and M a C’ -modüle. Let Z2 (M) denote
the set o£ ali applications tp from C’*C‘ to S M (e) which satis£y

esC O
the £ollowing conditions, 

I 4(£2, fi) s M (Ş(f2) )

2° 4 (fi, fi) = Om(3(£2))

v(£2, fi) £ C-*C- ,

i£ fi £ C'o £or i=l or 2 ,

3° £3 <p (£2, fi) + : (£3, £2.fi) = rp (£3, £2) + : (£3.£2, fi)

y (fi, fi, fi) s C-*C-*C- .

This set is an abelian group under the law defined by

(I + 4-') (fi, fi) = ^(fi, fi) + 4-’ (fi,fi) v(fi,fi) £ c-*c- .
Let B2 (M) denote the subset o£ Z2 (M) which consists o£ ali appli
cations o£ the form 4'r. defined by (8), •where t is an application 
from C to E M (e) satisl’ying the £ollowing conditions,

esC O

r t(£) s m (P(£) )

(e) = OmQ

vf s c, 

ye £ C'o ;2 O

it is a subgroup o£ Z2 (M). We shall denote by H2 (M) the quotient 

o£ abelian groups Z2 (M) / B2 (M).

De/inı(ion: The abelian group H2 (M) is called the cohomology 
group of order 2 of C to M.

Proposition: The application tchich assigns to each extension 
of M by C‘ ihe equivalence class of its factors defines o 1 lo 1 corres- 
pondence

(û: Ext (M, C) H2 (M)
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between the set of ali congruence classes of such extensions and the 
cohomology group of order 2 of C to M. Under this correspondence 
the erossed produet corresponds to the unit of (M.).

Proof: Since the factor of an extension is well defined rnodu 
lo the subgroup B2 (M), and since congruent extensions have the 
same factor, we know that the application o is well defined. If two 
extensions yield factors whose difference is some application ıpTS 
B2 (M), then a change of representatives in one extension will 
make the factors equal and the extensions congruent; therefore 
co is a 1 to 1 correspondence of Ext (M, C‘) with a part of H2(M). 
Given any ip e Z2 (M), one may define a category K+ to consist of
pairs (z, f), where f s C and zsM (Ş(f) ), with 
given as in (6) by

a law of composition

(^2, f2) + (zı, fı) = (z2+f2Zı + İp (f2, fı), f2-fı)

when the last term is defined, i.e. for every (f2, L) s C’*C'; the 
C‘-module rules and the above condition 3 ° show that this composi- 
position is associative; it clearly yields an extension of M by C‘

t. (z) = (z,e) yzsM (e), Tc(z,f) = f v(z/) 6K,

with representatives u (f) = (O »(^(f) ), f) and factor ıp. Then (d 
is a 1 to 1 correspondence. Finally, observe that the erossed produet 
(Mxx C’)+ has the trivial application

tp (f2, fı) = Om (Ş(f2) ) 

as one of its factors.

V (f2, fı) s C-^C-

Seetion 4 COHOMOLOGY OF CATEGORİES 

4.1 The cohomology funetor.

Let C be a category, Mod C the category of C‘ -modules.

Let Z the C‘ -modüle such that

Z (e) = {e} X Z yesC’o ,

Z (f) (e,p) = (e’,p) yfsG

The canonical normalized Z -resolution of C, in the sense of
chapter I, defines a projeetive resolution L=(M,j,ö]j)ij>0 of Z
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in Mod C. For each integer k > O, let denote the functor from 
Mod C’ to ab such that, for every C -modüle M, the group ff(M) 
is the k-th cohomology group of the complex L with coefficient M. 
This functor is defined by the cohomology functor and by the
normalized cohomology functor ot chapter I (these are equal
because they are defined by two projective resolutions of a same 
object in Mod C).

Definition: H'^ is called the cohomology functor of order k 
from Mod C to ab and H'‘ (M) the cohomology group of order k of C’ 
to M.

te
Remark: This functor can be extended to a functor from the 

'categorie des applications contravariantes entre especes de
structures dominees par les groupes abeliens” to ab.

4.2. Cohomology of order 1 and 2.

Let C be a category and L= (M,j,6k)]£ > O the resolution of 
Z in Mod C defined by the canonical normalized Z -resolution 
of C, in the sense of chapter I, and let M be a C -modüle.

For each e s C'^, the group M^(e) is the free abelian group
generated by ali the pairs (f, o) z C x — ^ °k) for k 
C X C'o for k=O, such that

O,

oc (f) "k (a), P(f) = e ;

9 s

the such pairs of the form (e, c) are identified to a ; for each g 
s C, the group homomorphism M|ç (g) from M^ (a(g) ) to M^ (|3(g) ) 
is defined by the application

(f, a) - (g-€ n).

The C -linear application 8^ is determined by the application

[fk,...,fı]

+ L (-l)''-[f„...,4,ı.fj,...,fı] 

i <k
+ (-!)'< [4,...,f2]

for k

[f]

1, by the application

> f a (f) - p (f)
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for k=l and by the application

e (e, 1) 

for k=O. Ali degenerated simplex being identified to the unit of 
the corresponding group (e).

Then a k-cochain ç from L to M is dctermined by an applica
tion ç from 2,^ to S M (e) such that

eeC’ o

ç([fk,...,fı])sM(p(fJ )

9([fk,---,fı])=OM(p(fJ )

v[fk,- • .,fı]s Sr,
O

k

Thus a 2-cochain cp from L to M is defined by an application 
ç from C‘*C‘ to S M (e) such that

esCO

9(f2,fO eM(p(f2) )

ç(f2,f0 = OM(p(f2) )

V(f2,fı) £ C-*C’ ,

if fj sC'o for i=l or 2 ;

the fact that <p is a 2-cocycle is equivalent to

fj ç (f2,fl) + ? (f3, f2.f.) = ç (f3, f2) + 9 (f3.f2, fı)

V (^3’ ^2’ fı) c-*c-*c-.e

A. 1-cochain 9 from L to M is defined by an 
from C to S M (e) such that

esC'o

application Ş

Ş(f) e M (p(f) ) 

? = O “(e)

V f 2 ’

V ® s C'o .

The coboundary S*q) of a 1-cochain ç is given by the formula 

(4 fı) = f2?(fo - ç (f2.f1) + ç(f2) v(Wı)sC\c-.

Conseguently, the cohomology group of order 2 of C to M de
fined in 4.1 is the one constructed in the section 3.

The fact that a 1-cochain 9 is a 1-cocycle is equivalent to 

9(f2.fı) = 9(f2) + f2 9 (f.) v(f2,fı) e C-*C-,

i.e. to the fact that 9 is a crossed homomorphism of C to M.
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A 0-cochain cp from L to M is defined by an 
from C'o to S M (e) such that

application ç

esC’o

(e) s M (e) £ CeV O

The coboundary S °cp of a 0-cochain tp is given by the formula

rç (f) = f$ (a(f) ) -ç (Ş(f) ) V f s C ;

i. e. to give a 1-coboundary is equivalent to give a principal erossed 
homomorphism of C’ to M.

Consequently, the cohomology group of order 1 of C to M de
fined in 4.1 is the one constructed in the seetion 2.

CONCLUSION

Although a notion of generalized modüle alread exists, modüle 
on a predditive category (i. e. on a ringoid), we have introduced 
the notion of modüle on a category. Same is not incompatible 
with the previous one. This two notions are conneeted as the 
notion of modüle on a group is with the notion of modüle on 
a ring. In the classical study of the cohomology of groups (see 
[6] p. 104), the modules on a group are defined as being the 
modules on the free ring of this group; we can also define the
modules on a category C with a ringoid (see [1] ) which is the
free ring of C when C‘ is a group. Regarding the generalized 
modules, refer to [10].

Consider the case in which the category C is a group whose 
the only unit is e. Let M be a C -modüle. The erossed produet of 
M and C’, in the sense of 2.1, is the semi-direct produet of M (e) 
and C‘, in the sense of [6] p. 105, and H1 (M) is the first cohomo
logy group of C över M (e) defined in [6] p. 106. A group extension

is a short exact sequence of groups O—
t.

H+—
TC

K+— c-
ı TC

O, it is a sequence E: H+---- >K+— C such that E is an
extension of categories in the sense of 4.1; the group H2(M) is 
the second cohomology group of C' över M (e) defined in [6] p.
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112. The canonical normalized Z -resolution of C is the Bar 
Resolution defined in [6] p. 114 and the cohomology groups H’‘ 
(M) are the classical cohomology groups of C with coefficient
M (e) âefined, for example, in [6] p. 115.

Consequently, the cohomology of small categories which we 
have constructed is a generalization of the classical cohomology
of groups.

This cohomology is a particular case of the one considered in 
[2 ] where is defined the Central cohomology of categories.

The homology defined in the chapter I is null in the case 
considered in the chapter II; we may find a homology of small 
categories in [11].
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